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PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond 

 

bonding of atoms 

Molecule atoms have stable electrical attractions {bonding, molecule}| {chemical bond}. 

electrons 

Only outermost electrons participate in chemical bonds, because they can contact another atom. 

electrons: stability 

Atoms have potential energy. Bonding lowers potential energy. Because radius is less, filled outer-electron shells 

have lower potential energy than unfilled. 

electrons: types 

Bonding types result from competition between weak bonds with low activation energy and strong bonds with large 

activation energy. Single covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals. Double covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals and pi 

orbitals. Triple covalent bond overlaps sigma orbitals and two pi orbitals. 

electrons: bond order 

Bonding order is 1sigma bonding, 1sigma antibonding, 2sigma bonding, 2sigma antibonding, 2sigma bonding, 2pi 

bonding, 2pi antibonding, 2sigma antibonding, 3sigma bonding, 3sigma antibonding, 3sigma bonding, 3sigma 

antibonding, 3pi bonding, 3pi antibonding, and so on. 

bond length 

Bonded atom pairs always have same average distance between nuclei. Bond length has lowest potential energy. 

bond strength 

Non-polar covalent bonds are stronger than polar, ionic, or metallic bonds, because atoms share electrons more 

equally and attractive force between electrons and nuclei is higher, making bond length less. Multiple bonds have 

shorter bond lengths, because nucleus shielding is more. 

Ionic bonds are stronger if ions have more charges and larger sizes. 

Metal alloys make stronger metallic bonds, because rapid electron transfer maximizes shell filling. 

bond angle 

Average angle between two bonds is always the same. 

 

catenation 

Similar-size non-metals can form covalent bonds {catenation}. 

 

chelation 

Metals can bind to anion and be soluble {chelation}|. Chelometric titration can measure all metals, except sodium, 

potassium, and lithium. Disodium EDTA at pH 4 to pH 5 chelates metals. Metal is Lewis acid, and ligand is Lewis 

base. Eriochrome Black T is indicator and goes from red to blue. Adding magnesium EDTA can measure calcium. 

EGTA titrates calcium. Xylenol is indicator for acid titrations with EDTA. 

 

combining capacity 
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Atoms can make numbers {combining capacity} of covalent bonds or can become ions. 

 

conjugation of bonds 

Compounds with alternating single and double bonds {conjugation, bond}| have electron resonance. 

 

delocalization 

Molecule electrons can move among connected p orbitals and spread electron orbitals {delocalization}|, which 

lowers potential energy by minimizing electron repulsions. 

 

hybridization of bonds 

Repulsions among electrons in different adjacent orbitals can change orbital shapes {hybridization, bonding}| 

{hybrid orbital theory}, to make same-shape orbitals. Orbital hybridization can happen if excited states are available. 

shape 

Hybrid orbitals have ellipsoid shapes. Shape is between s and p orbital shape. Electrons are mostly on one atom side. 

types 

Four adjacent orbitals make four hybrid orbitals and tetrahedron shape {sp3 hybridization}. Three adjacent orbitals 

make three hybrid orbitals and triangle shape {sp2 hybridization}, with one unaffected p orbital in pi bond. Two nearby 

orbitals make two hybrid orbitals and line shape {sp hybridization}, with two unaffected p orbitals in pi bonds. 

 

ligand of bond 

Atoms or molecules {ligand}| can covalently or ionically bond to central atom, in different configurations depending 

on orbitals. 

number 

Central atom can bind coordination number of ligands. Central atom can have six ligands, at octahedron corners 

{octahedral}, at two d, one s, and three p orbitals. Cubic ligand arrangement has six bonds, at cube corners, at two d, 

one s, and three p orbitals. Central atom can have four ligands {square planar}, at square corners, at two d, one s, and 

three p orbitals. Tetrahedral ligand arrangement has four ligands, at tetrahedron corners, at one s and three p orbitals. 

central atom 

Metal ions have five d orbitals. z^2 and x^2 - y^2 orbitals point along axes and have higher energy. Electrostatic 

repulsion causes xy, yz, and xz orbitals to point between axes and have lower energy. If field is weak, energy difference 

is small, and all electrons go to all five d orbitals, with parallel spins, as in Hund's rule. If field is strong, metal d-orbital 

energy differences are large, spins pair, and electrons stay in the three lower-energy d orbitals. 

 

octet rule 

Minimum potential energy is when molecule atoms, except hydrogen, have eight electrons, in four orbitals, in outer 

shell {octet rule}. 

 

resonance of bonds 

Hybrid bonding orbitals can represent alternative electron-arrangement averages, such as single and double bond 

interchanges {resonance, bonding}|. 

delocalization 

Molecule electron orbitals spread when electrons move between connected p orbitals, lowering potential energy by 

minimizing electron repulsions. 

aromatic compounds 

Benzene and other aromatic compounds, which have five-member or six-member carbon and nitrogen rings with 

alternating single and double bonds, have electron resonance. 

conjugation 

Compounds with alternating single and double bonds have electron resonance. 

carboxyl group 

If an atom single-bonds to an atom type and double-bonds to same atom type, so bonds can interchange, as in 

carboxyl ion -COO- or guanidium ion -CNN-, compound has electron resonance. 

 

shielding 

Electrons between two atomic nuclei reduce electric repulsion {shielding}|, by reducing nucleus apparent positive 

charge. 
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van der Waals force 

Weak electrical attractions {van der Waals force} are between charges induced on neighboring molecules by 

electronegative atoms. Van der Waals forces are at distances less than 0.25 nanometers. Higher-atomic-weight atoms 

make stronger van der Waals forces. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Theory 

 

molecular orbital theory 

Bonding theories {molecular orbital theory} (MO) can use molecular electron orbitals. Bonding orbitals have 

electrons between nuclei, which causes shielding. Antibonding orbitals have electrons beyond nuclei, with no shielding. 

Only these two wave-interference types result in net amplitude and so are the only bonding types. 

number 

Number of occupied bonding orbitals compared to number of occupied antibonding orbitals gives total bond 

number. If antibonding equals bonding, no bond forms. 

strength 

Bond strength depends on atomic-orbital overlap, which is greatest for identical orbitals. If electronegativity 

difference between atoms is great, bonding and antibonding orbitals are similar in energy, because shielding is 

minimal. 

errors 

Molecular orbital theory weights ionic effects too heavily. 

 

valence-bond theory 

Bonding theory {valence-bond theory} involves electric interactions between atoms. Molecular orbitals only form 

between valence electrons, because only valence electrons can contact outside world and valence electrons are least 

bound. Other electrons are too tightly bound. However, valence-bond theory weights ionic effects too lightly. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Energy 

 

bond energy 

Enough energy {bond energy} {energy, bond} can break bonds. Bond breaks at 40,000 to 260,000 calories per mole. 

Because shell is full, atoms in chemical bonds have lower energy and are more stable than isolated atoms. Symmetries 

in covalent chemical bonds make energy lower by minimizing electron repulsions. 

 

London energy 

Electrons can induce electric dipoles and cause electrical attractions {London energy} between atoms. London 

energy is at distance less than 0.6 nanometers. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Ion 

 

ion of atom 

Atoms {ion}| can donate electrons to or accept electrons from other atoms, so atom becomes positive or negative. 

 

anion 

Atoms with strong electric forces can gain several electrons to fill shell {anion}|. 

 

cation 

Atoms with strong electric forces can lose several electrons to make empty shell {cation}|. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Number Of Bonds 

 

single bond 

One covalent sigma bond {single bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 

 

double bond 

One sigma and one pi bond {double bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 
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triple bond 

One sigma and two pi bonds {triple bond}| can be between two atomic nuclei. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Orbital 

 

antibonding orbital 

Molecular orbitals {antibonding orbital} can be difference between two atomic orbitals that have quantum-wave 

destructive interference. Antibonding orbitals have electrons beyond nuclei. No shielding makes positively charged 

nuclei repel. Outside electrons pull positively charged nuclei apart. 

 

bonding orbital 

Molecular orbitals {bonding orbital} can be sums of atomic orbitals that have quantum-wave constructive 

interference. Bonding orbitals have electrons between nuclei. Shielding reduces repulsion of positively charged nuclei. 

Between electrons pull positively charged nuclei together. 

 

non-bonding orbital 

Most atomic and molecular orbitals {non-bonding orbital} have no sharing, overlap, or quantum-wave interference. 
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hydrogen bond 

Chemically bonded hydrogen atom near chemically bonded nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine atom forms electric dipole 

{hydrogen bond}|. Nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine unshared-electron pairs attract hydrogen nuclei. Only nitrogen, 

oxygen, and fluorine atoms are small enough for unshared-electron pairs to get close enough to hydrogen nucleus. 

strength 

Electric attraction is one-tenth covalent-bond strength. 

time 

Hydrogen bonds break and reform in 10^-11 seconds. 

forms 

Hydrogen bonds can have two configurations. Oxygen atom, hydrogen atom, and atom bonded to hydrogen can be 

in straight line. This hydrogen-bond type is stronger. Water has many strong-type hydrogen bonds. 

At hydrogen, angle of nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine atom and atom bonded to hydrogen angle can be 109 degrees, as 

in tetrahedral configuration. This hydrogen-bond type is weaker. 

multiplication 

Hydrogen bond polarizes atom bonded to hydrogen atom. Polarization aligns other atoms and causes more hydrogen 

bonding. 

 

ionic bonding 

Atoms can donate electrons to or accept electrons from other atoms, so one atom becomes positively charged and 

other atom becomes negatively charged, and opposite ion charges attract {ionic bonding}|. Anions with strong electric 

forces can gain electrons to fill shell. Cations with strong electric forces can lose electrons to empty shell. 

 

metallic bonding 

Metal atoms exchange outer electrons to try to fill outer shell {metallic bonding}|. Mercury is liquid, because it has 

weak metallic bonds. 

 

PHYS>Chemistry>Inorganic>Chemical Bond>Kinds>Covalent 

 

covalent bond 

Two atoms can share two electrons {covalent bond}|, which spend most time between the atomic nuclei and share a 

bonding orbital. Molecular electron orbitals fill with electrons using same rules as for filling atomic electron orbitals. 

Bonding orbitals fill before antibonding orbitals. Covalent bonding fills both atoms' outer shells. 

antibonding 

Shared electrons can spend most time outside the atomic nuclei on line between nuclei, in antibonding orbitals. 

Outside electrons pull nuclei apart and so oppose covalent chemical bonding. Net bond number equals (bonding 

electrons - antibonding electrons) / 2. 
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factor 

Atoms with weak electric forces make covalent bonds. Atoms with weak electric forces can gain electrons to 

complete shell. Atoms with weak electric forces can lose electrons to empty shell. 

 

polar bond 

Two different-electronegativity atoms can bind by sharing electrons, and one atom attracts shared electrons more 

{polar bond}| {polar covalent bonding}. 

 

sigma bond 

Covalent chemical bonds {sigma bond}| {sigma bonding orbital} can overlap atom s orbital and other-atom 1s or 2s 

orbital, 1p or 2p orbital, or s-p hybrid orbital, with constructive interference and electrons between nuclei. Sigma 

bonding orbitals are symmetric around line joining the atomic nuclei. Atom s orbital can overlap other-atom 1s or 2s 

orbital, 1p or 2p orbital, or s-p hybrid orbital {sigma antibonding orbital}, with destructive interference and electrons 

not between nuclei. 

 

pi bond 

Covalent chemical bonds {pi bond}| {pi bonding orbital} can overlap atom 2p orbitals, so shared electrons are 

between nuclei but in two regions, one above and one below line between atomic nuclei. Atom 2p orbital can overlap 

other-atom 2p orbital {pi antibonding orbital}, with destructive interference and electrons not between nuclei. 

 


